CHANNELING A LOVE AFFAIR WITH CLASSIC '90S HIP-HOP, AN AFFINITY FOR OTHERWORLDLY THEMES AND AN EAR FOR RAW FUNK, BARCLAY CRENSHAW USES HIS GIVEN BIRTH NAME TO BARE HIS SOUL AND DELIVER A SLOWED-DOWN, EMOTIVE COLLECTION OF Collaborations And Instrumentals. This self-titled debut album is a left-field departure from his better-known alias, Claude VonStrokey, but the quality is undeniably the same. The themes of ancient alien abductions and exploration of time and space are discovered and brought to life over ten tracks that sound like a mixture of gold rope chains and new age enlightenment. Modern organic beats mixed with gorgeous melodic moments and underlying gritty-ness create an experience that is eclectic, expressive and expansive. Coded art furthers the sense of mystery and the unknown, harking back to the past while gazing into the future.

Guests include a wide array of artists from bass maestro Mr. Carmack to the U.K.'s inspired lady Chann, flatbush emcees the underachievers and even a cool kids reunion from Chuck Inglish and Sir Michael Rocks.
1. SLEEPY KIDS
   WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY BARCLAY CRENSHAW
   LIVE RECORDINGS PRODUCED BY JESSE FISCHER AND BARCLAY CRENSHAW
   ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION BY NATE DONMOYER
   KEYBOARDS BY JESSE FISCHER
   PUBLISHED BY PONIES & CAVEMEN, LLC

2. HIDDEN HARMONICS FEATURING AVIELLA
   WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY BARCLAY CRENSHAW
   LYRICS AND VOCALS WRITTEN BY JOLENE BELLE & AVIELLA WINDER
   VOCALS PERFORMED BY AVIELLA WINDER
   ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION BY NATE DONMOYER
   PUBLISHED BY PONIES & CAVEMEN, LLC | JOLENE BELLE SONGS | COPYRIGHT CONTROL

3. THE REAL X-FILES FEATURING LADY CHANN
   WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY BARCLAY CRENSHAW
   ORIGINAL LYRICS AND VOCALS BY LADY CHANN
   ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION BY NATE DONMOYER
   PUBLISHED BY PONIES & CAVEMEN, LLC | COPYRIGHT CONTROL

4. ARTIFACTS FEATURING THE UNDERACHIEVERS
   WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY BARCLAY CRENSHAW
   LYRICS WRITTEN AND PERFORMED BY ARKTHESAVIOR AND ISSA GOLD (THE UNDERACHIEVERS)
   ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION BY NATE DONMOYER
   PUBLISHED BY PONIES & CAVEMEN, LLC | ARKTHESAVIOR PUBLISHING | ELEVATED NATIONS PUBLISHING

5. THE GENE SEQUENCE
   WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY BARCLAY CRENSHAW
   ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION BY NATE DONMOYER
   PUBLISHED BY PONIES & CAVEMEN, LLC | HEAVY DUTY PUBLISHING
6. RESPECT THE SOURCE
    WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY BARCLAY CRENshaw
    LIVE RECORDINGS PRODUCED BY EBEN D'AMICO AND BARCLAY CRENshaw
    ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION BY NATE DONMOYER
    KEYBOARDS BY JESSE FISCHER
    PUBLISHED BY PONIES & CAVerEN, LLC

7. I'M UP HERE
    WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY BARCLAY CRENshaw
    LYRICS AND VOCALS WRITTEN BY BARCLAY CRENshaw
    VOCALS PERFORMED BY BARCLAY CRENshaw, JASPER CRENshaw & ELLA CRENshaw
    ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION BY NATE DONMOYER
    PUBLISHED BY PONIES & CAverEn, LLC

8. U ARE IN MY SYSTEM FEATURING THE COOL KIDS
    WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY BARCLAY CRENshaw
    LYRICS AND VOCALS WRITTEN BY CHUCK INGLISH & SIR MICHAEL ROCKS
    ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION BY NATE DONMOYER
    PUBLISHED BY PONIES & CAverEn, LLC | I'M FROM THE BURBS | INGROOVES

9. FATAL ERROR
    WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY BARCLAY CRENshaw
    ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION BY NATE DONMOYER
    PUBLISHED BY PONIES & CAverEn, LLC

10. MY DOG KNOWS THE TRUTH FEATURING MR. CARMACK
    WRITTEN AND PRODUCED BY BARCLAY CRENshaw & MR. CARMACK
    PUBLISHED BY PONIES & CAverEN, LLC | COPYRIGHT CONTROL
ALBUM CREDITS

ARTWORK AND VISUAL INSPIRATION - DANIEL MARTIN DIAZ
MIXING AND ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION - NATE DONMOYER
A&R CONSULTANT - WILL HOOPES
FEATURE COLLABORATION ARTISTS - NATE DONMOYER, MR. CARMACK, LADY CHANN, ISSA GOLD AND AK (THE UNDERACHIEVERS), SIR MICHAEL ROCKS AND CHUCK INGLISH (THE COOL KIDS), AVEILLA, JOLEEN BELLE, JESSE FISCHER (KEYS), DAVID MOYER (BASS), KYLE CRANE (DRUMS), LEAF, JASPER AND ELLA CRENSHAW
VOCAL RECORDING ENGINEERS - DAVID JONES, IVAN RIVERA, NATHAN JENKINS, JOLEEN BELLE
LIVE SESSION PRODUCER - EBEN D'AMICO
MIKE BELL - MASTERING
STUART HAWKES - VINYL MASTERING

THANK YOU TO MY AMAZING TEAM

STXGBRX - DERON DELGADO
AM ONLY - MAX BRAUN, LEE ANDERSON
MOTHERBIRD MANAGEMENT - AUNDY CRENSHAW, ABI GETTO, LAUREN LIPSAY, JACKIE CHOW
NIGHT DEPARTMENT - MATT VEROVKINS, SCOTT PATERSON
INFAMOUS PR - ALASTAIR DUNCAN, MATT OLIVER, ANDREW WOLZT
LEGAL - DAVID RAPPAORT
PRESS PHOTO - CHEMA MENDEZ, ABI GETTO
GRAPHIC DESIGN - JOE GARVER, MIKAL BRUCKEN, CHEMA MENDEZ
TOUR PRODUCTION AND EXECUTION - MANUFACTUR, JACKIE CHOW
CLOTHING DESIGN - ESTHER YOON, ABI GETTO, LAUREN LIPSAY
VISUAL CONSULTANT - BEN CULLEN WILLIAMS

ALSO THANK YOU -
TERRORBIRD, YOUR ARMY, DOMINIQUE KEEGAN, STACEY GAMBLE, JOOX, MAV, KAYWAAL, MICHAEL LU, STRONGROOM STUDIOS (EAST LONDON), RED BULL STUDIOS (SANTA MONICA), CLEAR LAKE STUDIO (LA), ACTIONGONOW STUDIOS, CRENSHAW CREATIVE (LA)